
Rounders Year 5/6
Friday 24th June 2022 at App Frod Sports & Social Club, DN16 1AA

              Teams: Year 5/6. Squad of 12; team of 9. Minimum 1 boy; max 4 boys on the pitch at one time.

Event Format: One or two innings each. Timed Innings, limited number of balls. One team bats while the other team fields and bowls.

Rules::

Wait to bat in the backward area away from 4th post. If out: wait in the backward area away from 1st post
Batter hits the ball and runs around the outside of as many post as possible before the fielders return the ball to touch the post the 
batter is heading for. 
If the batter hits the ball backwards then they must wait at first post until the ball returns to the forward area
The batter takes the bat with them when running around the posts
The batter can run on a ‘no ball’, but once the batter reaches first post they cannot return. The batter then scores in the normal way.
A batter can wait at 1st, 2nd or 3rd post when it is not safe to run. A batter cannot be caught out on a ‘no ball’.
Bowls the ball underarm.
A ‘no ball’ will be called if: not a smooth underarm action; ball is above the head or below the knee of the batter; ball bounces on the 
way to the batter; it is  wide or straight at the body of the batter.

Scoring: 

ONE rounder if:
·   Batter reaches and touches 4th post before the next ball is bowled
·   Batter reaches and touches 4th post on a ‘no ball’
HALF rounder if:
·   Batter reaches and touches 4th post without hitting a ball
·   Batter reaches and touches 2nd post after hitting the ball
·   Penalty 1/2 rounder for an obstruction by a fielder

·        Penalty 1/2 rounder for 2 consecutive no balls to the same batter.

Batting: 

·   The batter must carry a bat whilst running.
·   If the batter stops at a post they must keep contact with the post using their hand or bat. If not the fielding side can stump the 

following post and get the batter out.
·   When the bowler has the ball in the square, the batter cannot move on, but if between posts the batter can carry on to the next.
·   Two batters cannot wait at the same post. The umpire will ask the first to run on when the second one makes contact.
·   At a post, the batter does not have to move on for every ball bowled.
·   The batter can move on as soon as the ball leaves the bowler’s hand. This includes no balls.
Batters must touch 4th Post on getting home.
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Batter out if: 

·   Caught
·   Foot over front/back line of the batting square during the action of hitting the ball.
·   Running inside the post (unless obstructed)
·   The post the batter is running to is stumped by a fielder with the ball
·   The batter loses contact with the post during the bowler’s action when the bowler has possession in the bowling square
·   The batter overtakes another batter
·    The batter obstructs a fielder.

Health & Safety:
Bats must be provided by participating schools. All other equipment will be provided. Risk assessment are available. 
At least one staff member from each school must supervise teams/ individuals whilst at the event site. Schools are responsible for their 
own first aid requirements. 

Target Group: Children  from Year  5 and 6 who have the confidence and social skills to represent their school in a competitive event in a community 
setting. 

Intent: COMPETE: Support individual development in sport. To develop different sport specific skills. Experience community surroundings and 
environments outside of a school setting.
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